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COPING WITH GLOBAL TRENDS AND INCREASED SOCIETAL NEEDS
Society and business’ ability to cope with global trends will determine the world of tomorrow and the life of
future generations. We, the EU Waterborne sector, are monitoring these global trends in order to:

1

2

Adapt to change - PREPARE

3

Be part of the solution - REACT

Take our responsibilities - COMMIT

PREPARE

REACT

CLIMATE CHANGE: violent storms, flooding,
rising sea levels and polar ice melting.
DIGITALIZATION & INDUSTRY4.0: digital
twins, internet of Things, Big Data Analytics,
smart sensors and globally accessible
networks.
GLOBAL ECONOMIC GROWTH in developing
countries.
POPULATION GROWTH & INCREASED
URBANISATION: increased demand for food
at the same time as its production
challenged by climatic change.
RISING ENERGY CONSUMPTION: fossil fuels
still used whilst alternative fuels are a
significant part of the energy mix.

CLIMATE CHANGE: robust ships, ports, offshore
infrastructures or dikes. Shipping in the Arctic.
DIGITALIZATION & INDUSTRY4.0: connected and
autonomous shipping enabling co-operative ship to
shore operations. Enhanced logistics boosted by
information sharing.
GLOBAL ECONOMIC GROWTH: smart waterborne
vehicles fulfilling transport needs. Large maritime
infrastructural investments.
POPULATION GROWTH & INCREASED URBANISATION:
food and water from the Oceans enabled by blue
technologies and circular economy.
RISING ENERGY CONSUMPTION: Offshore oil from
deeper waters or harsher environment. LNG, hydrogen
and electric or hybrid ships.

Climate change1

COMMIT

Poor will suffer more

CLIMATE CHANGE: shipping emissions are steadily
decreasing since 2000, however in 2012 shipping was
still responsible for 13% and 12% of global total NOx and
SOx emissions respectively.2
DIGITALIZATION & INDUSTRY4.0: lack of ship to shore
communication, low data sharing resulting in poor
planning, port and road congestion and high cost and/or
loss of efficiency.
POPULATION GROWTH & INCREASED URBANISATION:
in 2015, 10 billion tons of cargo were carried by sea: 1.37
ton/capita on average. The EU mean was 3.55 ton/capita.

DID YOU KNOW?

5bn People could be affected by water shortage by 2050
world population will live in cities by 2030, and 1/3 will live in cities with more than
60% Of
half a million inhabitants.
40% Higher energy demand in 2030 than in 2015
1
2

Lloyd’s Register’s Global Marine Trends 2030
Third IMO GHG Study.
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AN IMPORTANT AND STRATEGIC ECONOMIC SECTOR FOR EUROPE
Well-developed and diversified, the EU waterborne sector consists of a wide range of activities,
products and services used on & under the sea, onshore, in coastal & inland waters. For the EU we are:
A major component of the transport infrastructure
A sector with a highly positive export balance
One of the enablers for a Blue Economy

Transport infrastructure

Positive export balance

Enabling EU Blue Economy

90% of international, 80% of the
EU’s external and over 40% of the
EU internal trade are waterborne:
a key role in ensuring Europe’s
mobility, shifting cargo off the
roads
and
connecting
EU
outermost regions.
From 2007 to 2012 the world total
CO2 emissions increased from 33
to 37 billion tons; shipping reduced
from 1,1 to 0,9 billion3.

Europe is a world maritime
power: EU shipowners control
40% of the world fleet and, also
thanks
to
long
term
investments in R&I (with
decisive
support
by EU
Commission),
the
sector
generates €500 billion/year
(3,4% of EU GDP), creates 5,4
million jobs (2.25% of EU), and is
a driver for other industrial
sectors.

EU maritime industry, solidly
based on traditional economies
of the sea including maritime
tourism, marinas & leisure
yachting, is engaging in the
blue economy investing &
deploying renewables from the
seas, offshore energy storage
and food & fresh water
production from the oceans

DID YOU KNOW?
MARITIME INDUSTRIES: HIGHLY COMPLEX VESSELS4

1/3
100%

3
4

Laundry washing machines on cruise ships use only 1/3 of the water than home laundry machines
Reuse of waste water onboard modern ships

92%

Shipyards’ wastes re-cycled

40+

Years between the conception and the decommissioning of a military ship: last commanding
officers of ships being devised in 2018 are not yet born

Third IMO GHG Study
SeaEurope
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DID YOU KNOW?

The economic value of the EU shipping industry5

Comparison of CO2 emissions between modes of transport6
Grams per tonne/km

80%
90%
25%

Energy saving in illumination on board cruise ships since the introduction in 2008 of LED lighting
of highly IT-literate seafarers on board. 60% of them want more training on digital technology
(especially in cyber security/resilience)
of European shipyards production exported outside EU-28

OUR WORLD LEADERSHIP AT STAKE
WE BUILD THE MOST COMPLEX, HIGH_TECH and HIGH-VALUE CIVIL & MILITARY ships and offshore
platforms. We PRODUCE ALMOST 50% of the WORLD’s MARITIME EQUIPMENT and NEARLY ALL the
GREEN TECHNOLOGIES. Our seaports are amongst the most successful in the world. Our dredgers are
contracted all over the world for the most sophisticated maritime works.
WE ARE AN “HIGH WAGES” SECTOR while OUR MAIN COMPETITORS ARE NOT. “Made in China 2025”
strategy lists 10 priority sectors, including high tech ships and maritime equipment, where the CHINESE
GOVERNMENT PLANNED TO BE THE WORLD LEADER BY 2025: CHINESE STATE AIDS, FINANCIAL
SUPPORT AND TRADE PROTECTIONISM POLICIES ARE BEING DEPLOYED ACCORDINGLY.
5 European Community Shipowners’ Associations (ECSA) Report 2017
6 http://www.ics-shipping.org/shipping-facts/environmental-performance/comparison-of-co2-emissions-by-different-

modes-of-transport
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FOUR MISSIONS IN A GLANCE
Confronted with challenging global trends and society’s increased expectations, eager to contribute to
realizing the EU policy objectives and to exploit promising economic and business opportunities, whilst
contributing to global and Europe’s sustainability, economic growth, and prosperity, Europe’s
waterborne sector has developed an ambition for the future, based on four pillars and twelve missions:
MISSION 1 - TRANSFORMING SHIPPING: entering the 21st Century
MISSION 2 - MAINTAINING LEADERSHIP: strengthening EU’s captaincy & making it last
MISSION 3 - GROWING IN THE BLUE: diving into the Blue Economy
MISSION 4 -ADAPTING AND EXTENDING: integrating logistics and infrastructures

ACTION

TARGET

by 2030

Clean & Green

Zero harmful
environmental emissions

Safe & Secure

Lead in maritime safety &
security
Fully connected &
automated

Cyber resilient

new-build short sea ships
and inland barges
zero fatalities

by 2050

all ship types operating in all
trades
Zero accidents

ship operations and
remote control from shore

Competitive &
Productive
Blue & Circular

Lower production costs
and high productivity
Drive EU Blue Economy

eco-friendly shipyards and
production sites
lead the production of
environmentally neutral
ships for existing and
emerging markets
De-risk innovation

Maritime 4.0 fully deployed

Networked &
Knowledgeable

Worldwide scientific and
technical leadership

Work & Live at sea

Ocean Cities

Good and safe working and
living conditions
Energy, fresh water and
mineral supplied at sea

Plastic & waste free seas

Food & wealth
from Oceans

Feed the world growth

Understand to
protect

EU best practice
exported

Fully integrated oceans
monitoring system

Fast & reliable

Smart and efficient ports

Digital ports

More integration

Synchro-modal logistics

Digital logistic corridors

Infra and infostructured

Smart ports

Autonomous vehicle proof
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Embrace Circular economy
throughout the complete
life cycle of all marine
products
EU, the world maritime
knowledge bank

Aqua-farming and bio-tech
compensate land base
production
Large scale depollution and
plastic removal
Zero congestion, waste and
emissions
Zero impact services and
seamless integration
adaptive offshore port
extensions
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MISSION 1 - TRANSFORMING SHIPPING

Thanks to our efforts, shipping will be a transformed into a CLEAN & GREEN, SAFE & SECURE and
CONNECTED & AUTOMATED mode of transport, able to completely eliminate GHG and pollutants
emissions, as well as accidents and loss of lives.

Clean & Green

Safe & Secure

Cyber resilient

Achieving COP21 targets
while meeting the increased
demand for mobility and
transport is an unprecedent
challenge.
WE
ARE
COMMITTED TO transform
waterborne into a CLEAN &
GREEN mode of transport
and
ELIMINATE
ALL
HARMFUL AIR, WATER AND
NOISE EMISSIONS.

Zero fatalities in EU waters
needs a radically improved
safety culture in on-board
and ashore operations. WE
ARE COMMITTED to roll
out
technologies
and
methods for safe, shore
supported,
operations
leading TO THE EU's LEAD
IN MARITIME SAFETY,
HUMAN FACTORS AND
SECURITY.

Digitalization and connectivity bring
interoperability of smart ships, smart
ports and smart infrastructures. This will
enhance data flows and lead to higher
automation and to autonomous systems,
and remotely controlled operations. WE
ARE COMMITTED TO develop a CYBER
RESILIENT TRANSPORT SYSTEM where
ships, ports and other infrastructures are
continuously updated with latest digital
technologies throughout their lifecycle.

DID YOU KNOW?
Expected readiness of autonomy enabling technologies7

CO2 emission reduction targets8

m2

(3 football fields) of solar panels to satisfy the average power demand of a
250m merchant ship. 21 football fields for a cruise ship.

53%

of crew members had at least one of their tasks automated in the last 2 years.
98% of them saw it as a positive change (empowerment)

1.000 km

Would be travelled with one liter of diesel oil by a city car if it had the same
transport efficiency of a last generation containership

35.000

7 DNV GL’s Technology Outlook 2025
8 MESA Project
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MISSION 2 - KEEPING LEADERSHIP

Europe will drive the sustainable Blue Economy with the design, production, maintenance, conversion,
operation and decommissioning of innovative, flexible, modular, and highly efficient ships, inland
vessels, offshore structures and underwater vehicles.

Competitive & Productive

Blue & Circular

Networked & Knowledgeable

Industry 4.0, digitalization and
automation will reduce costs
and increase productivity: key
ingredients for competing in the
global
market.
WE
ARE
COMMITTED TO realize a
production chain of SAFE,
COMPETITIVE
and
ECOFRIENDLY SHIPYARDS and
maritime
technologies
PRODUCTION SITES.

Blue Economy relies on the
production,
maintenance,
operation and decommissioning
of flexible, modular and highly
efficient systems. WE ARE
COMMITTED TO fully embrace
CIRCULAR ECONOMY along the
complete life cycle of ALL
MARITIME PRODUCTS.

EU leadership in the waterborne
sector relies on a dense network
of world-class universities, applied
research centers and laboratories.
OUR AMBITION is to further
develop this strategic asset and
TO CAPITALISE ON decades of
SCIENTIFIC INVESTMENTS to spur
risk-free
and
competitive
innovation.

DID YOU KNOW?

66% of total shipyards’ waste is scrap metal. 100% recycled
18% increase in EU shipyards energy efficiency 2010-2015
1/3 of traditional fuels used in EU shipyards replaced by alternative fuels 2010-2015
€16bn 2023 total (not only maritime) world market for 3D Printing. The first propeller 3D printed
on board a ship is being tested within a DGRTD supported ongoing RTD project
5% fraction of all data collected onboard ships currently used to improve their operations
10000

Billions of years of freely available innovation will be unlocked by 2050
thanks to BLUE BIO TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION
notwithstanding the increased efficiency of ship engines, the largest ships during 8 hours
at ports still emits the same amount of NOx as 10.000 urban cars driving 1.000 km each
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MISSION 3 - GROWING IN THE BLUE
The waterborne sector is committed to produce modular systems to support and protect offshore
workers, to allow good living conditions at sea and to provide offshore recreational facilities by 2030.
The sector will then produce the first floating islands for large-scale industrial or recreational activities
and inhabitation and make the oceans and seas plastic-free by 2050.

Work & Live at sea

Food & Wealth from Oceans

Understand to protect

Work, live and leisure at sea
is a new, compelling frontier
to cope with growing world
population
and
climate
changes. WE WILL use our
know how to PROTECT
WORKERS at sea, to bring
COMFORTABLE
LIVING
conditions in ocean cities and
to
allow
SUSTAINABLE
INDUSTRIAL & RECREATING
activities at sea.

The oceans: an unrivalled source
of food and wealth. WE WILL
deliver systems to sustainably
SOURCE ENERGY, FOOD and
MINERALS FROM THE SEAS.
Fixed and floating installations
will help supplying our planet with
the fresh water and food it needs.
Multitrophic aqua-farming and
related bio-technologies will
largely complement traditional
operations in EU waters.

Understanding and protecting
oceans. After having deployed
for years marine science and
maritime technologies at sea, IT
IS NOW OUR AMBITION TO
export the EU marine science
model worldwide to better
explore, to understand and
monitor oceans, to protect
marine sanctuaries and to
ACHIEVE PLASTIC AND DUMP
FREE SEAS.

DID YOU KNOW?
€500 bn
5x
400.000

Yearly gross added value of the blue economy in
Europe, and it is expected to grow in the
forthcoming future
Five times the 2015 world energy demand is just
0.1% of the renewable energy available at sea
tons of algae will be normal food in 2050
1/3 of the world’s 2015 electricity could in the
future be supplied by offshore wind power alone

1/2

Working and living at sea9

of the world’s 2015 electricity could be harnessed
by ocean current and tides

A 10,000 resident city is being built off
the coast of the Netherlands

wave energy devices
In 2030 22.000
50 tidal energy devices

95%

of the world oceans is still to be explored

9 Blueprint 2050 – the maritime world beyond the horizon
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MISSION 4 – ADAPTING AND EXTENDING

Ports and the waterborne transport infrastructure need to adapt to the evolving trade patterns, to the
digital economy and to smart and connected vehicles and urban & based transport infrastructures. By
2050, EU ports will offer – at the lowest cost – reliable service with zero waste and zero emissions in a
safe and secure environment.

Fast & reliable

More Integration

Infra and info-structured

Efficient port operations will
be carried out in a safe and
secure environment. Digital
Ports will play a central role
in
smart
collaborative
planning of logistics and in
deploying modularization of
cargo to achieve secure total
inter-modality.

Fully integrated into digital
corridors, ports will provide
real
time
information
throughout the supply
chain, offer customertailored solutions (synchromodality) and facilitate
capacity sharing through
physical internet.

Flexible interactions with ships and
zero emission operations will be
enabled by adaptive offshore port
extensions. Port management IT
systems will connect with autonomous
vehicles and allow shore assisted
operations.
WE
WILL
DEPLOY
INFOSTRUCTURE
&
TRANSFORM
INFRASTRUCTURES

DID YOU KNOW?
Already today large volumes of data are
transferred ship to shore. Much more will
come thanks to rapidly developing digital
technologies.
By 2025 abundance of data will be
converted
into
useful
information
generating tens of thousands of high
qualified jobs in EU

Containerships increased
1200% in 50 years

capacity

of

By 2025 fully integrated, autonomous and
seamless port infrastructures will allow
further increases without threatening road
congestions
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HARVESTING GOOD PLANNING & CONTINUOUS EFFORTS
By implementing its 4 Missions and 12 Actions VISION, the Waterborne sector firmly believes it will
significantly contribute to deploying the European Commission’s current policies, including, inter alia,
cross-sectoral, cross-disciplinary, cross-border policies which aim at supporting innovation.

PIVOTAL

The 21st century is the “century of the Oceans” as they are crucial for addressing
global trends and meeting societal needs.
Trends and needs which create challenges and offer opportunities: the EU
waterborne sector can strengthen its world maritime innovation leadership and
Europe can once again be the most competitive maritime region in the world.
WE SHOULD, WE CAN, WE WILL BE PIVOTAL in the traditional waterborne
sectors, in the emerging markets and in the Blue economy.

WE WILL plan and INVEST IN RDI AND IN SKILL BUILDING in the entire supply
chain including SMEs. Our investments must be COMPLEMENTED BY FP9 and
other EU FINANCIAL INITIATIVE AND shall be COORDINATED WITH EU
transport, trade and industrial POLICIES AND STRATEGIES.
We, the EU waterborne sector, support the creation of a dedicated holistic
maritime industries’ group, headed by a maritime coordinator, to discuss and
propose the appropriate maritime policies and strategies, including for research,
development and innovation

COMPLEMENTED
& COORDINATED

OUR SUCCESS STORY: STRATEGIC PLANNING AHEAD SINCE 2005
In 2005, the EU waterborne industries, Commission Services and Member States jointly established the
WATERBORNE TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM (WTP) as THE TOOL by which STRATEGIC RDI actions are
IDENTIFIED, PLANNED, CO-FINANCED, REALISED AND ASSESSED: a continuous effort which for several
topics spanned over different Framework programmes as INNOVATION NEEDS CONTINUITY.
WE GRATEFULLY AKNOWLEDGE THE ROLE OF DG RTD IN SHARING OUR EFFORTS AND IN ENSURING
CONTINUITY TO OUR IMPLEMENTATION PLAN.
With today’s global leadership we are reaping the benefits of WTP’s good planning and continuous
efforts. WE LOOK FORWARD TO CONTINUE HARVESTING IN THE FUTURE.

LEADERSHIP IS NEVER BY CHANCE….
…in 2018 EU shipyards and maritime technology producers are world leaders in
LNG fuelled ships and alternative fuel engines and systems with a total aggregated
portfolio in excess of € 15 Billion. This success story began in 2002, when the first
“low emissions engine” cooperative RTD project (I.P. HERCULES10) was conceived
and co-financed by DG RTD in 2004. Since then many DG RTD and TEN-T projects
supported WTP’s low emission maritime strategy.
…. the EU maritime industry dominates the high valued world cruise and
passengers ship market thanks to our ability to meet the demand of larger
and larger ships without compromising on safety thanks to the “risk based
alternative design” approach now included in the regulatory framework by
the IMO (International Maritime Organisation) and EMSA (European
Maritime Safety Agency). This success story began in 2000 with the SAFETY
FIRST project11 co-financed by DG RTD. Since then risk based design tools
and regulatory framework never lost focus in DGRTD plans.

10
11

http://www.ip-hercules.com/article/english/2/index.htm
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/51347_en.html
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Secretariat

c/o
Rue de la Loi 67 (4th floor)
B-1000 Brussels, Belgium
www.waterborne-tp.org
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